Big River Hardware originated from Ben’s hobby of restoring radios and guitar parts. He crafts guitar and radio parts using antique wood and woodworking techniques. This small business originates from the love of music and originality.

About Big River Hardware
Owner

Products
Radio Parts
• Grill cloths
• Hook Buttons
• Radio knobs
• On/Off switches
Guitar Parts
• Footswitch Toppers
• Guitar amps
• Guitar knobs
• Effect pedals

The Campaign So Far...
$1
pledged of $3,500 goal
1
backer
11
days to go
Back this project

In order to reach our goal, we plan to market the Kickstarter campaign on Big River Hardware’s Facebook page and their website. We may adjust our pledge amount to reach our goal. So far Ben has received an influx of new customers to his website.

Acknowledgments
Thank you to Ben of Big River Hardware.

Our Product
A customized wooden cap that fits over commonly used guitar effect pedal on/off switches giving the player a more comfortable switching experience.

- Warm textured feel of hardwood
- Ability to customize the design with your logo or words
- Every button purchased is saving a tree

Custom Toppers
Custom toppers are made upon request by sending us a message via https://bigriverhardware.com/pages/contact-us. Below are examples of custom footswitch toppers.